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CHARACTERS AND GENEROSITY OF

PERMUTATION GROUPS

JAN SAXL

ABSTRACT.  A necessary and sufficient character condition is ob-

tained for a group  G  to be generously k-iold transitive.  This is similar

to an old theorem of Frobenius on multiply transitive groups.

Let G be a permutation group on a set Q of s points.  Let  \    be the

irreducible character of the symmetric group S     corresponding to the parti-

tion A of n.  Let k, r and s be nonnegative integers such that k = r + s.

It is a well-known fact, due essentially to Frobenius, that G is ¿-fold tran-

sitive on il if and only if (x   , X^n ~ ^am *or any characters y , x^ of S

with dimension  x   < Ti dimension  X^ S s-  Here <5A„  is equal to   1  if A = p

and equals 0 otherwise; and the dimension of the character x    corresponding

to the partition A = (A,, • -• ., A.)  is defined to be n — A.  (see Lemma 2 (b)

for an alternative definition).   For a proof of this result see [5, 14.3].

Following P. M. Neumann we say that  G is generously ¿-fold transitive

if for any A C ß  with   |A| = k + 1, the setwise stabilizer G¿ acts as the

symmetric group  S,    ,   on  A.   The aim of this note is to give a necessary and

sufficient condition similar to the one above for a ¿-fold transitive group to

be generously ¿-fold transitive.

Theorem.   Let G  be k-fold transitive on a set Q,  of n points, n > 2¿.

Let r, s  be integers such that r > 0, s > 2 and r + s = k + 1.  Then  G is

generously k-fold transitive if and only if (y  , X ' r = ^\u for any characters

X , X^ °f S    such that dimension  x   = T> dimension   x^ = s  and X^ ^

(n-s,s)
A

A special case of this result was also obtained by E. Bannai [l].

Notation. Let r < n; we write Í2    , 0      for the S -space of ordered, un-

ordered r-point subsets of Q, respectively.  We denote by   IT     , zr       the cor-

responding permutation characters.   For the definitions and some properties

of the irreducible characters of S     see [2],  [4] or [8].
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If H is a permutation group on a set T, we write orb(r/, O  for the set of

orbits of H on  T.

The next two lemmas are well known.

Lemma 1.  Let G act on the sets T., F,, and let 77,   and n2  be the

corresponding permutation characters.  Then

(n-j, n2)G = |orb(G, Tx x T2)|.

//  G is transitive on T,   then (nx, n 2)G = \otb(Ga, T2)\  for any point a.

of rx.

Lemma 2.  Let r < n.  Then

(a) irW-S^x*»-1^;
(b) n^r' = X. ct\X    with  a,  > 0, where the summation runs over all

partitions A of n of dimension less or equal to r;

(c) rV'\ x(""r,r))c = i.

Proof, (a) See, eg., [8; 4.2].

(b) [4].

(c) This follows easily from (a) and Lemma 1.

Proof of the Theorem.   The group  G is ¿-fold transitive, and so by the

Theorem [5, 14.3] mentioned at the beginning, (yX, X^g = ^Xu ^or characters

XA> y^ °f $     with  dim y   + dim y^ < k.   Hence the character condition of

the Theorem is by Lemma 2 equivalent to

(1) (¿'\n<s)-J\ = (n<*\nls)-¿°hs .
n

Now by Lemma 1, (1) is equivalent to

|orb(S , fi(r)xíí(s))| - |orb(G, iî(r) x 0(s))|

(2)

= |orb(S , iî(,) x ñSs!)| - |orb(G, fiCr) x ésh\.

Let ((ax, ... , ar),(ßv ... , ßj) e 0(r)xf2(s)  and assume that |ap --r ,

arln{ßj, ••• , ßs\40.  Then  \\a {, ...ft^,, ..,, /3^î| < ¿.  But G is

¿-fold transitive, and so

((alf •••, ar>, (/3j, ■• -, /3S))G = «a1? • • •, a,), C/3X, • • •, ßs))S".

Hence
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\otb(sn, a(r)x n(s))| - |orb(c n(T) x n(s))\

= |orb(5n, iî(r)xiî(s))| -|orb(G, Q(r) x Q(s))|,

where

QWxO^'-Wa,, •••, ar), (jSj, •••, /3s)) e 0(r)xQ(s)|

[av •••, ar! n 1/3j, •••, ßs\ = 0\.

We obtain a similar expression also for the right-hand side of (2).  Hence (2)

is equivalent to

|orb(G, n(r)xn(í))| - |orb(G, Q(r)¿Qís*|

(3) ,   ,
= |orb(5n, n(r) x n(s))\ - \otb(sn, n(r) x ais%

But S    is (k + l)-fold transitive, and so

|orb(5n, Q(r) x Q(s))| = 1 = |orb(5n, 0>> x Q5s!)|.

Thus (3) holds if and only if

(4) |orb(G, Q(r) x 0(5))| = |orb(G, Ü(r) x Í2ís!)|,

and (4) is equivalent to

|orb(Ga ...e,(0\ialt •••,ar})(s))|

(5)
rb(Ga ...a, (Í2\{alt ...,ar})ísS)|

for any  a. , • • • , a   £ il.

Now (5) is equivalent by [6, 3.3] to saying that G„ .    is generously

s-fold transitive on fiXIctj, • r • ., a   \ fot any a-x, ••• ., a.   £ ÇI, which in turn

is equivalent to  G  being generously (r + s)-fold transitive on Q  by [6, 3. l].

The proof is now complete.

Remark 1.  In the last section of [3] Frobenius obtained the character

table of M24-  He remarks that the characters y^ an<i X °^ ^?4

remain irreducible when restricted to  M2,.  The Theorem explains this remark-

able fact, since  AL,   is generously 5-fold transitive [6, 6.3].

Remark 2.   A similar theorem for almost generous transitivity (as defined

in [6]) can be found in [7].
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